Television Academy
2014 Primetime Emmy Awards Ballot

Outstanding Cinematography For Reality Programming
For a single episode of a regular series or a special. Emmy(s) to cinematographer(s), director(s) of photography
and/or camera operator(s). NOTE: VOTE FOR NO MORE THAN FIVE achievements in this category that you
have seen and feel are worthy of nomination. (More than five votes in this category will void all votes in this
category.)

001

Alaska: The Last Frontier
Of Moose And Men
December 15, 2013
The Kilcher family is worried about their food supply for the upcoming Alaskan winter after a dismal hunting
season. Atz and his son Atz Lee embark on a moose hunt for food to survive the long season. Meanwhile,
Otto and Charlotte deal with the loss of a loved one.

002

The Amazing Race
Part Like The Red Sea
November 24, 2013
In the exotic city of Bandung, Indonesia a critical mistake causes conflict between teammates, a missed train
spells potential doom for two teams, and emotions run hot when one team questions another’s morality as
they race to avoid elimination.

003

APB With Troy Dunn
The Gift/Forgiven
January 17, 2014
A brother and sister seek Troy's help to give their parents the chance to reunite with the son they gave up 25
years ago. Additionally, a woman asks Troy to track down the man who killed her father when she was
6-years-old so she can forgive him.

004

Appalachian Outlaws
Dirty Money
January 9, 2014
It's the start of ginseng season in the Appalachian Mountains and every 'senger is looking to get rich off the
golden root, but it won't come easy.

005

Below Deck
There’s A New Captain In Town
August 19, 2013
When CJ outwardly defies both Aleks and Lee, he must suffer the consequences. Despite her better
judgment, Sam devises a plan to spend some alone time with CJ while the rest of the crew toils. The secret
rendezvous threatens to destroy close friendships and leaves their jobs in jeopardy.
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006

The Biggest Loser
Second Chances
October 15, 2013
THE BIGGEST LOSER returns with 15 inspiring contestants – including the show’s first celebrity player, Ruben
Studdard, an uplifting “Second Chances” theme and powerful new roles for trainers Bob Harper, Jillian
Michaels and Dolvett Quince.

007

Boston's Finest
Boston Strong
November 26, 2013
Less than three months after the tragic Boston Marathon bombing, the Boston Police Department must stand
strong to protect a city on edge during its 4th of July celebrations.

008

Chopped
Teen Invasion
July 2, 2013
Four teenaged chefs invade the CHOPPED Kitchen, and the judges are in awe of what they do with cereal in
the first round. In the entrée round, the young cooks are shocked to find something that requires skilled
butchery. The remaining teens must make dessert with an Asian condiment.

009

Cold Justice
Single Working Mom
February 28, 2014
Lydia Gutierrez was a single mom who supported her kids by working at a local restaurant. On the afternoon
of August 12, 2010 her kids arrived home to find Lydia murdered. Her case has never been solved. Can Kelly
and Yolanda help bring closure to this disturbing cold case?

010

Comic Book Men
Uhura's Uhra
February 26, 2014
Nichelle Nichols pays the Stash a visit, looking for an Uhura Mego doll from the 70s. An X-Men fan buys the
first appearance of the Phoenix.

011

Dance Moms
Wingman Down
February 8, 2014
With Kelly and her daughters no longer at the studio, a lonely Christi isolates herself from the other moms. Kira
and her daughter Kalani are tested for a spot on Abby’s competition team. Holly worries that Nia won't be
prepared for her solo due to Abby's inattentiveness.
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012

Deadliest Catch
Careful What You Wish For
April 22, 2014
While the wary veteran skippers cement their legacies, the young guns create their own… But they better be
careful what they wish for. A government shutdown shortens the season which starts off a series of dangerous
chain reactions, forcing the fleet to fish harder and faster to make the deadline.

013

Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
Neighborhood Knockouts
August 26, 2013
This trip, Guy's traveling to find funky neighborhood joints. In San Diego, a breakfast joint is servin' creme
brulee French toast. In Portland, a husband and wife team are cranking out good ol' Americana dishes. And
in San Francisco, a hot dog spot dishes selections like the lamb merguez dog.

014

Duck Dynasty
Til Duck Do Us Part
August 14, 2013
Everyone comes together to plan a surprise wedding for Phil and Kay, setting up a special ceremony on their
land, which the whole family attends. Si distracts Phil and Kay by taking them on a trip down memory lane.

015

The Face
Diamonds Are A Model’s Best Friend
April 23, 2014
The models shoot a jewelry commercial for Chopard. They must remain composed while running in 10 inch
heels and dressed in restrictive dresses made by Lady Gaga’s favorite designer, Iris Van Herpen. Afiya and
Naomi don’t see eye to eye.

016

Face Off
Ego Trip Abroad
March 4, 2014
The artists embark on a trip of a lifetime to Tokyo where they’ll gather inspiration for two extreme challenges
inspired by the ancient culture of Japan.

017

Food Network Star
Product Pitch
July 7, 2013
Each FOOD NETWORK STAR finalist must come up with two product samples that represent their unique
brand and culinary style. The judges offer feedback to each finalist on both products, and they must choose
one to create, package and pitch to a tough panel of successful food executives.
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018

Freakshow
Creature's Daughter
May 27, 2014
Creature meets his estranged daughter face-to-face and relives his breakdancing past. Can Todd pull off a
surprise 21st birthday party for Asia?

019

Game Of Arms
Sacrifice
February 25, 2014
The California Arm Benders try to take down the powerhouse New York City Arms Control, led by the fiercely
driven giant slayer, Mike Selearis.

020

Guy's Grocery Games
Wild In The Aisles
October 20, 2013
The chefs must prepare their best spaghetti and meatballs; however, the key ingredients are out of stock.
The chefs must improvise in a mad dash grabbing alternatives from around the market. For the final
challenge, the remaining chefs make their best dishes using only ingredients from the frozen food aisle.

021

Ice Cold Gold
The Rise And Fall Of The Ruby Empire
April 3, 2014
The Red Zone team find rubies in abundance, but their supplies are running low as bad weather approaches,
making their job even tougher. Meanwhile, Josh, Chad and John are at the base camp getting the dredge
ready for a move to the upper lake.

022

Life Below Zero
Winter's Warning
April 17, 2014
It’s been six years since Sue Aikens was attacked by a grizzly bear, and now it’s time for her to face her fears
and take on the challenge. She heads into the tundra, and after spotting a grizzly in the distance, takes aim.

023

MasterChef
Top 16 Compete, Part 1
June 12, 2013
The remaining 16 home cooks prepare a hearty and delicious banquet for 101 heroic firefighters. The winning
team is safe from elimination, while the losing team competes against one another in an Eggs Benedict
pressure test.
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024

Million Dollar Listing New York
Do You, Fredrik, Take This Building?
July 24, 2013
Luis lands one of his biggest listings this season when he teams up on a Richard Meier designed unit. Ryan
struggles with his co-lister while Fredrik and Derek have rented an entire island for their wedding in the Florida
Keys. Can Fredrik leave his work behind in New York City?

025

Mountain Men
Into The Wild
June 9, 2013
The worst fire season to recall threatens the home of Tom Oar. In Alaska, Marty Meierotto flies into a vicious
storm on his annual journey to his remote trapline. Turtle Island, Eustace Conway’s refuge, comes under
threat. Lion hunter Rich Lewis leads his dogs in pursuit of a deadly puma.

026

MythBusters
Hollywood Car Crash Cliches
January 18, 2014
It’s wall-to-wall automotive mayhem, as the team drive through glass, plough through traffic, and fire an RPG
at an SUV to take aim at classic Hollywood crash clichés.

027

No Man's Land
Adapt Or Die
March 9, 2014
In Arizona’s desert, Jason Hawk comes across signs of intruders crossing his land. In Red Rock, David
Holladay sets off a month’s long trek searching for rare stones to support his family. Cowboy Howdy Fowler
struggles to keep his lifestyle going in Southwest Texas, despite increasing age and dwindling clients.

028

Preachers Of L.A.
Love Unites
November 27, 2013
Things get intense for Deitrick and Dominique in the days leading up to their wedding. Deitrick’s secrecy has
adverse effects on his relationships, threatening to widen the Haddon Family rift on wedding day.

029

Project Runway
Tie The Knot
July 18, 2013
The contestants must tie together a look with the prominent detail being a bowtie from actor Jesse Tyler
Ferguson’s Tie The Knot organization who will also be judging their designs.
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030

Shahs Of Sunset
Return To The Homeland Part 1
January 28, 2014
The gang embarks on a vacation to Turkey. Mike has a realization outside the Blue Mosque and Reza
wrestles with his identity as a gay man in a neo-Muslim country. Asa and her Mom have an emotional reunion
with family members left behind after the Islamic Revolution.

031

Small Town Security
The Man Makes The Suit
June 27, 2013
Chief struggles with her feelings when Capt. Starr gets top surgery. Christa takes office cleanup to the next
level and hires a goat to mow the lawn.

032

Survivor Cagayan
Bag Of Tricks
April 16, 2014
With tension at an all-time high, the castaways will do anything to stay in the game. Chaos erupts when the
entire tribe goes on a wild hunt for a Hidden Immunity Idol. Who will prevail to survive another day in the
game?

033

Top Chef
Lea Michele’s Halloween Bash
October 30, 2013
The chef’testants face challenges full of chills and thrills. After tackling a Quickfire challenge where all of the
ingredients and tools are wrapped in aluminum foil, the chefs must cater a Halloween party for singer/actress
Lea Michele. The food has to be vegetarian and spook-tacular!

034

True Tori
The Truth Comes Out
April 29, 2014
With tabloids speculating about Tori and Dean's marriage, Tori decides to allow cameras to follow her life to
see the real story.

035

Ultimate Survival Alaska
The Last Battle
March 2, 2014
On the final leg, the teams face their toughest challenge yet, a race across an icy glacier, down a whitewater
river and across the open ocean to the Mount Augustine volcano. The trek begins high atop the Aleutian
Mountains, where the competitors harness up and charge across a crevasse-laden glacier.
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036

Undercover Boss
Dutch Brothers
November 15, 2013
President/CoFounder of Dutch Bros. Coffee, learns what keeps his high-energy coffee chain brewing when he
journeys to El Salvador to work on the coffee plantation from which his company purchases their coffee
beans. He fears a familiar face may spill the beans on his mission at the company’s headquarters.

037

Vanderpump Rules
Episode 213
January 27, 2014
When Stassi believes that Kristen committed the ultimate betrayal, she devises a plan to expose her in front
of all of her friends. Lisa struggles to keep SUR’s working dynamics under control when tensions between
Jax, Tom, Stassi and Kristen reach all-time highs.

038

The Voice
Episode 601
February 24, 2014
The season premiere of Season 6 of THE VOICE. Usher and Shakira return along with Adam and Blake in
their search for America’s next Voice!

039

Wicked Tuna
Into The Storm
March 2, 2014
There’s a major storm on the horizon, but with the fish biting, Gloucester’s fishermen have no choice but to
brave the weather. For Captain Muniz of the Lily, time is running out to catch a fish before his spotter plane has
to turn back to avoid the storm clouds.

040

Wild Things With Dominic Monaghan
Kenya – Giant Spitting Cobra
March 25, 2014
Dominic heads to Kenya to track down the incredible giant spitting cobra. While on his search, Domnic and
Frank have their closest call ever when a six-ton elephant charges them after they stop to help perform
life-saving field surgery on the wounded animal.

End of Category
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